
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of application
developer associate. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for application developer associate

Support existing production applications as required
Familiarity with Agile methodologies and an understanding of product &
system development lifecycles
An ability to collaborate with key stakeholders and deliver solutions across
dynamic, mixed disciplinary teams
Understand / Collect Business Requirements and Functional Specifications
Analyze and understand existing program logic
Develop of new programs and changes to components of new or existing
applications
The mandate of Financial Crime Compliance is to prevent, detect and
mitigate compliance, regulatory, and reputational risk across the firm and
help to strengthen the firm?s culture of compliance
Financial Crime Compliance technology helps fulfill this mandate by building
applications which help compliance build controls, surveillances and
investigative applications to prevent, detect and mitigate potential financial
Crime
Developer will be responsible to build and develop next generation
architecture for FCC Tech based on latest technologies including Enterprise
platform stack, Datalake , eTask, DASH UI, REST, Angular Js, RabbitMQ ,
Drools rules, MongoDB, Hadoop, Spark FCC Tech consumes large amount of
data to build surveillances and investigative tools
Developer will be part of projects to potentially use big data and machine
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Qualifications for application developer associate

They must have experience in object oriented languages, Smalltalk, Java, C#
or C
5+ Years of Server-side Java / Web experience
A place where likeminded developers achieve results and get things done
Be a productive, independent, self-motivated Oracle developer with core
Java skills
Demonstrate expertise in the data warehouse/data mart life cycle,
development of dimensional and relational models
Design, maintain and optimise database schemas for development, testing,
and production usage


